
Rt. 21, irederidk, ,41. 21701 
9/19/75 

Ar. Ben Bradlee, motor 
The Washington Post 
1150 15 
Washiagton, 	2',X/35 

Dear Pr. Bradlee, 

If you mill pardon the double ,-intendre, the onolosed says you have no monopoly. 

In fairneos to "r. Seib, whose nano I mention, I think h should sea this. 

You did report the January 27 tranecript, honestly and fairly. 

134 also suppressed that of January 22. 

I gave Bill Oaliborne a xerox in April, in Now York. Ae thercr,.fter discussed 
it with me. be sent it to 'ashington because thereaftor (Ahern of your staff also 
aiscussod it with me. 

Lat whaa the AP ;at Don Rothborges also fair and accurate story on the wire 
you did Lot carry it. I 3 no inquiry but another who aokod your national desk 
told :le Ira was told if you've soon one transcript youtve seen them all. 

This tea,, not your Vatergate standard. 

If you can't find Jour copy and you can take the timc to read a dccon 
double-spaced pages I'll send you a copy. If I were the editor of the Washington 
Post ond bad nothina to do with killing the AP story or seein7 to it that my paper 
did net have a beat on it I'd want to know if those under vlz. were impartial and 
followed sound, impartial editorial judgement. 

The usy t:tingn ars 4eing you Nay oo to realise how I z<S I and have felt 
tncee yore whoa tno rida and inuuential papers failed on trig najor story 

and than treated no and my work as they nave while I kept going deeper and deeper 
into debt to do what the papers should havegetfailed to do. 

There are many stories not yet written that could have been, including by the 
Post, for decade. I hope to have a book with much of what tae 4nr.Tala fjorzl:;o1= 
13,14 not have out pretty soon. At fast an a ana-maa invectigator/rosearenerfpUblisher 
lincluding mail roam) and nnyxtime Itraie can. 

.ae I think you !llow, I have nothing that most editors would consider a 
public relations department. 

Sineeraly, 

Harold Weisberg 



Editor, Washington Star 
Washinleon, D.C. 

Dear Sir, 

At. a, ud.44.4;4, 7( 
9/19/75 

Certified- addressee only 

Your dishonest representations and your rotten professional ethics displayed 
in your today's story on the Warren Commission executive session transcripts is 
matched by the euppressiens of legitimate news in year paper when it was newaand 
by an editorial bias that is as naked as your low ethical standards. 

Those transcripts did not just emerge from locked vaults. The Star suppressed 
all previous n: rations of them or how they were brought to light. So do those who 
wrote the story, who cannot have done any first-bond work without the dishonesty 
of their account also being deliberate. 

For the first of these two transcripts not to be suppressed today I had to 
risk serious reteeiation by the government. For the second I had to carry vigorous 
appeals to where the government faced a choice between my Ming another suit or 
give it to me. When it elected the latter counsel, because of th© national importance 
I attached to it, I gave it away. The Associated Press carried a 'air and accurate 
account of it and you superesed that story, too. Instead you carried a hysterically 
distorted and totally !misrepresentative column by the partisan. 4arry Wills (who 
has yet to respond to my protest writ teu his through you). What Wills wrote and you 
printed without question defamed AP and me. I wrote you Kay 31, neclosing a cppy of 
this=Weir transcript and asked that you readoht and then forward it to the 
Wills 	sate so that those who had received his dishonest account could be offered 
the realities if those editors so elected. Your on lack of concern about the truth 
you give your readers is reflected by your continued suppression of the contents of 
this transcript since then, as it is by your failure to respond to me. 

Not those who today seek to oomeercialize a *abject become suddenly popular and 
coemercially acceptableebut I have been trying aeainst considerable difficulties to 
force the release of iffeth improperly classified records. This effort began in 1967. 
It is not restricted to these evidence only. But vials I em the writer who has filed 
most suits under the Freedom of Information law you have reported not one. When the 
a ongeeas in amending the law cited one of these as the first of four requiring 
the amending you also found that unworthy of mention. 

The January 27 transcript was given to me as a result of the problems the 
governmeat faced in my Civil Action 2052e73. Then you also found it unnewaworthy that 
the government had been defeated in court on a spurious invocation of "national 
security." (How many instances of thielgen you 	reported?) To bring this to pass 
I had to create a direct confrontation under oath with the former solicitor general 
of the United States, the man who actually ran the Warren Commission, under oath. 
Be was the witness for the lawyer who as prosecutor could have charged me with perjury 
if I swore falsely. (When has the Star rune( these risks in its reporting7) 

Those: - other teanscripts still withheld and mentioned by your commexcialisere of 
the subject and the work of others I ale* jexol filed suit for. It is C.A. 1448e75. 
This also you withheld from your readers. 

As you made no Nitration of this January 22, 1964 transcript when I sent you 
PrenuallY a copy almost four months ago, your paper made no mention of the book 
that includes the entire text of the January 27, 1964 transcript of/ which I sent you 
a copy after Phoning your paper. 



T.is story is connected with The New Republic. Consintent with your record, 
the New Aepublic also refused to make any reference to the first of these we 
two tranacript I forced out of suppression. 14y letter to its new owner was weitten 
last December 15. Like you, he failed to respond until now, for all practical 
purpose, like you, ho ripe off my work. 

You and The New Republic have another salmon bond in this kind of journalistic 
ethics. 

When. ty  rivet book appeared you asalgod it to your . or one of your) CIA 
agents in rceideace, Jeremiah 0(Leary for an as job. That book sugeests that Lee 
Harveg Weald has intelligence coellections. Prior to my having to priest it privately 
because the publishing industry feared opening the subject I took it to tho then 
publisher of The sew Republic, who also veils. bank peblioher. Later we learned, as 
we have with your ,hr. O'Leary, that he, too, was CIA. 

Perhaps we have not seen and heard the end of the CIA's involvement in this. I think we have not. I mean to include with writers, too. 
(Nof is this the only govemeenteagent writing by your Pr. O'Leary. Re did the 

same dirty work for the EBI in the Martin Luther )(Jag, Jr. assassination. Nut then 
the Ph was for :mars a favored Stare source, wasn't it - as long as Hoover lived?) 

This is far from the Star's complote record. However, it is, I think, sufficient* 
to justify my aokiAg you to answer a few questions. 

Why was the untouched text of these teuesceipte not news for the Star when I 
brogght both out? And gave you both? 

Why was the suit which made it possible not news, or all the other suite not one 
of which you reported? 

Vey do you not report that others than your new coezerciaiimers has gone to 
all the trouble and cost of filing for the still withhold transcripts, ehich they 
will get free as a cerecquence of this suit if I win? 

Why do you even now lack. the contmon decency to undo the harm you did and refused 
to undo in printing that defamatory and dishonest Wills column and to apologize to 
your readers for the lies you told them in printing that column and in"maintaining 
silence in all the time since when you knew it was a work of calculated dishonesty? 

Wills, too, is a partisan, as you failed to toll your readers. Be is co-eutn)r 
of one of the many works of nycophenoy, with Ovid Deserts is their beak on 'aok Ruby. 

What makes the Star's record in this all the more reprehensible and a disgrace to 
the once-respected traditions e:American journalism is that I didn't even want to 
write the first of my long seri of books on this subject and offered to turn all my 
work over t to the Star. aeries Seib is not the only one who might remember this. 
Be was then your managing editor. Since then you have resolutely sup:prow-Ad ever; ono 
of the countleseand entirely uncontested revelations in all my work. Because you 'Nero 
then yellow I have had to devote more than a decade, entirely unpaid and unabbeidized, 
so that those new comsrercializers you now print can reap the harvest. 

What a record you have! All these years of suppression of legitimate news while 
you were acting as a government and particularly as Hoover's mouthpiece (Beginning with his exclusive leek to you when the Urren heport waa first, released and it ofiended him) 
and now this disreputable misuse of the work of another. Overt plagiarism would be 
more honorable. 

Sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 



Dear Jim, Tad Szulc/Star/dik series 9/19/75 IfT 	HW  9/19/75 
I did not have much time to tbinl after you phoned today to tell me of this first 

of a three-part series this featuring the transcripts. I did, of the top, as usual, 
-write the editor of the Star (cc with note to Ben 3radlee). Long ago i had agesed to a 
visit from an ex DTI reporter now with a trade publication when ha was ie the area, 
which turned out to ba today and for supper. Tomorrow there kill be at least one and 
perhaps two geosts, also agreed to earlier. 3o, I'm jot getting the work I wanted to 
done and I'e not avi g tine to think about your call. 

However, it occurred to me after our guest loft uith *At I  hope is entough time 
ti make the lnet NYC ahuttle, it came bac:VW:At you mentioned Nosenko in your 
call. This say be a giveaway. I think but 	my Alger can't be sure that I 
mentioned the possibilities to you when we spoke. 

Now I doRit know of anyone else who has been pushing both the CIA and the Archives 
on Nosenko. t begun verbally before I wax ti.cAl,  ill in April. The day we had the first 
cuebstone pi& taken Johnson gave me a partial file that since I have kept separate. 
In and of itself i# is a deliberate withholding of what than wee no longer withheld. 
Then there was correspondence. Then I got some of what had not been given to me. 

I raised questione close to immediately and in writing. The Archives told me it had 
been referred to the CIA. It violated the law in not saying it would need more time 
within the time permitted. The Archives, in fact, made the some violation, as I think 
I wrote earlier, in not even referring that request in time. 

In Lo.1 this time I have had nothing from the CIA. 
Now, suddenly, out of the nothingness of his noneinjerest in the Warren tteport, 

szulc develops this interest in Nosenko? 
ONLY after I appeal the denials some of which were plain staemealling (the others 

fa ncier stonewalling) Souls develops an interest and from what I gather in Aatagag 
in all this vastness of material except that on which I've been womine Nosenko and 
"my" transcripts?" 

Do we want to ask 4oyds of London what the odds really are? 
What would seem to be obvious is that soneone is feeding Setae. 
Bow emery people can know this story and that 1'e after the withheld and its meaning/ 
(I ham] a short chapter on this in PK an0. Jim lfard took all or almost all of it outt) 
This whole thing is of the Angleton wing of the CIA. That is, with the Commission. 
Senile seems to speak for the non-Angleton wing and now both are in trouble. 
Until I rasa ths series all I can say is that the coincidences, if this they are, 

are truly remarkable. 

.I think that if we had support and experienced, perhaps partly retired counsel , 
we could develop one hell of a thing from those indications and the past record. 

I can, of course, file any time with the CIA having violated the law slim these 
two requests wore referred to them. But we havn't the tine now. 

And now, of course, if they give anything to oe they have to give it to this 
ohnny-come-latelySzelc. 

What remarkable coincidences we live throggh! 

Best, 


